Across
4. The wise use of natural resources
10. The mechanism that loads, unloads, fires, and ejects ammunition
11. Ammunition used in a rifle or handgun
14. One of the factors that contributes to spoiled meat (the other are heat and dirt)
15. This eye sends better information to your brain than the other eye
17. The international signal for distress (number)
18. Ammunition used in a shotgun
19. The inside of the barrel

Down
1. The type of powder used in muzzleloaders
2. The area the heart and lungs are located
3. You've pulled the trigger and the firearm does not fire
5. The color of clothing you should wear while hunting (fluorescent, blaze, or hunter)
6. You leave this on until you are ready to shoot
7. The most steady position to use when shooting
8. You've pulled the trigger and the firearm has a delay in firing
9. Choke size with the most open shot pattern
11. When the primer is located in the center of the ammunition
12. When the primer is located on the edge of the ammunition
13. Best choke to use when hunting turkeys
16. The name for the end of the barrel